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1 Introduction: 

 
This sixth Scrutiny team review, and is focused on estate 

inspections, and covered a range of areas including customer 
service, customer feedback and service standards.  

 
2 Management response: 

 
The neighbourhood team welcomed the Scrutiny team’s review of 

estate inspections, and enjoyed the time that was spent with them 

through shadowing and interviews. 

The neigbourhood services manager met with the scrutiny team 
twice; firstly to scope the review and secondly to work through the 

recommendations and discuss the action planning.  
 

 

3 Findings and recommendations: 
 

The findings of the group are very customer focused and the 
recommendations are welcomed.  

 
Some of the recommendations made are being delivered by other 

projects running across the organisation.  
 



 

4 Conclusion: 
 

The review is a timely reminder that estate management has a 
huge ability to contribute, in a cost effective manner, to customer 

satisfaction.  
Last year we asked customers (via the question of the week) 

whether they were ‘satisfied with their neighbourhood as a place to 
live?’ Of the 208 respondents, 91% were satisfied. There is 

opportunity to increase satisfaction, and this review has contributed 
to us understanding how this can be done. 

 
The leadership team would like to thank the scrutiny team for their 

work and the neighbourhood services manager will ensure that they 
are updated on the progress of the action plan. 

 

 
Appendix: feedback on issues raised in appendix D 

 
Aldhelm Court: 

 
Customers were written to asking for mats to be removed, as they  

comprised a trip hazard. The Neighbourhood manager would usually 
be expected to knock and speak to the customer in a positive way, 

but did not as was accompanied by a customer. 
 

St Margaret’s Court: 
 

Security in some of our sheltered housing schemes is an on-going 
concern. The doors and locks are fine and are free of defect. 

However, doors remain propped open out of convenience. The 

sheltered housing neighbourhood manager does work with Selwood 
Housing housekeepers and third-party care providers to remind 

customers of the need to be security conscious. Signs have been 
put up in some schemes, and these have had an effect. The 

neighbourhood manager regularly attends residents’ coffee 
mornings and talks about the importance of scheme security. 

 
The mats in the corridor were addressed in the same way as 

Aldhelm’s Court. 
 

The renewal of the furnishings in the common lounge (and not just 
at this scheme) is a concern. The replacement and renewal of 

furnishings is service chargeable, and is also eligible for housing 
benefit purposes. An approach had been developed so that 

replacements were identified and customers consulted. However, 

further welfare reform from the government has had an impact on 



the amount that housing benefit will pay (combined rent and service 

charge), and from 2018 will only pay at the Local Housing 
Allowance rate. Because of this, the consultation across all of the 

schemes has been put on hold and the neighbourhood manager 
funds replacement items out of a small budget that they hold 

(£2000). 
 

Cedar Court: 
The pond was, until recently, maintained by a resident. As this 

resident is no longer resident, the involvement and improvement 
team (I&I) have asked the probation service whether they could 

drain, fill and landscape the pond area as part of their community 
project.  

 
This plan has recently hit an unseen funding issue, and the 

neighbourhood manager is considering alternatives with I&I (so not 

to exhaust their neighbourhood budget on one project). 
 

The tree that was identified should now have been removed.  
 

The overgrown boarders may be returned to grass, and this is being 
quoted for at the moment (and will be covered by the 

neighbourhood manager’s small budget). 


